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Referto: SJH-81 Baltimore MD 21235

APR 22 1986

Albert Sabin, M.D.
sutton Towers
Apartment 1001
3100 New Mexico Avenue, NW.
washington, D.C. 20016

Dear Dr. Sabin:

The Social security Administration, Office of Disability, is concerned
about the new functional problems some polio survivors are experiencing.
Because of your continuing interest in polio, we want to request your
help in carrying out an initiative we have underway in this area.-
The Office of Disability is responsible for developing and implementing
medical criteria and other disability-related policies for determining an
Jndividual's eligibility for disability benefits under the Social
Security programs. We want to ensure tEat all medical and lay personnel
who adjudicate or review disability claims are full aware 0 to
evaluate the late effects of o~io on n indiv'dua' ~pilit~ to do basic
work activ1 Accordingly, we are planning to issue a national
instructional reminder highlighting the late effects of polio to all
personnel directly involv~d i~ the disabilit decision process.------ - " - -- -
Before issuing this reminder, we are asking a few researchers, polio.,.- ~-clinics and advocate groups to review and comment on it to.~e~su~e ~
our eminder is medically accurate and clearl explains the functional
impact the new problems polio survivors may now be·-experiencing. Our~-... ~ -~nte~t is to provide a general discussion of the kinds of new functiona)
rob ems s~~e ~oJi~ survivors ar~ e~~erien~ing, and how such roblems_are

evaluated u d~r program guidelines. We hope that you will assist us by
reviewing and commenting on the reminder.

----
We would appreciate receiving an co~~~nts you may wish to offer by
May 151 1986. Please direct your comments to Jane Dum~er, Social

I
~e~~rity Administration, Office of Disability, DiVision of Medical

and Vocational Policy, 3-A-IO Operations Building, 6401 Security
Boulevard, Baltimore, Maryland 21235. If you prefer to phone, please
call Ms. Dummer, at 301-597-1721 (FTS 987-1721).
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Thank you for taking time out of your schedule to provide us advice so
our reminder will be accurate and meaningful to our adjudicators and
reviewers.

Sincerely,

Enclosure
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Division of Medical and Vocational Policy, Office of Disability

~W\~ M~ ~ ~ ~ w-:.ff. ~Ju ~t,
LATE NTERIOR POLIOMYELITIS (POLIO)

Introduction
tr\O"t;v

Anterior poliomyelitis (polio) is a viral disease which attacks nerve
cells in the spinal Permanent paralysis may result. A .

. ~~ t9GO'J
With the advent of vaccines in the mid-1950 sew espread polio
epidemics in the United States were sharply reduced. For years, this
disease has been viewed as conquered.

It has been the belief of polio survivors and many physicians that polio
residuals remain stable after the initial recovery period. Within the
last 5 years, however, there have been reports from polio survivors of
increasing functional limitations. Concern has been expressed over the
reason for these new problems, their severity and how they can be treated.

The purpose of this program circular is to alert adjudicators to this new
set of functional problems some polio survivors are experiencing, and
discuss how claims involving the late effects of polio are to be evaluated
under existing policy guidelines.

Incidence of Functional Problems
N>~\e.

Of t e 00, a polio survivors now living, it is estimated that 25 percent
riencing additional, new functional problems. Usually, these problems

develop 30-40 years after the onset of the acute illness. Those experiencing
functional problems include individuals who full recovered from the~ ~,-~
illness, as well as those who have residual paralysis.
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Individuals who are at highest risk for the development 'of new functional
problems are those ~~e ~r age 10 at onset, were hospitalized, had
paralysis in all four limbs, or needed a ventilator.

Functional Problems Being Experienced
The functional problems reported are fatigue, weakness, join~ and muscle J
ain breathin i~ty, and intolerance of cold.] There may be increasing oK

weakness or pain in a muscle already paraly ed or in muscles not previously
affected. The severity of problems may range from a modest worsening to
a progressive, irreversible atrophy of the affected muscles, called progressive
postpolio muscular atrophy.
The late effects of polio are causing increasing problems for some polio
survivors in activities such as walking, climbing stairs, transfers
(e.g., from wheelchair to toilet) and dressing.
Many polio survivors who thought they were in stable condition have had
to start using or add to previous use of bracing, canes, crutches, wheelchairs
or breathing aids. Ability to continue with customary activity, including
work, has been curtailed for many of these individuals. Functional abilities
which may have been limited, but stable for 30-40 years, are now being
lost.
Cause of Late Effects of Polio

")
•

The cause of these new functional problems is not yet known, but it is
thought not to be due to a reactivation of the polio~irus. It may be one
or more of the following: A normal aging process of an already compromised
nervous system, accelerated aging of the nerve cells left functionin , ~~ tD
-Mloeieased loss of cells flom 8f'iA81 881"8 eUlI i ili!t, a transmission defect at t:";o"S
the neuromuscular junction, or an immunologic process. ~ crt-
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Evaluation of Late Effects of Polio
Listing section 11.00C states that "persistent disorganization of motor
function in the form of paresis or paralysis, tremor or other involuntary
movements, ataxia and sensory disturbances (any or all of which may be
due to cerebral, cerebellar, brain stem, spinal cord, or peripheral nerve
dysfunction) which occur singly or in various combinations, frequently
provide the sole or partial basis for decision in cases of neurological
impairment. The assessment of impairment depends on the degree of
interference with locomotion and/or interference with the use of fingers,
hands and arms."
Listing 11.11 provides the specific guidelines for evaluating impairment
severity for polio. The listing can be met if there is persistent
difficulty in swallowing or breathing, unintelligible speech or significant
and persistent disorganization of motor fl..•r.ct Lon in two extremities,
resulting in sustained disturbance of gros. and dexterous movements, or
disorganization of gait and station.
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Evaluation of the late effects of polio requires assessment of the
individual's functional limitations in light of these guides. A careful
development of the history to include a description of the types of new
functional restrictions encountered, onset of these problems, and
accommodations made in activities of daily living because of them are
important. Detliled medical records, including a current neurological
evaluation, should also be obtained in cases of this type. SUch information
would be essential in determining current severity and residual functional
capacity.

I .


